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This guide is written by a victim of domestic violence,

who escaped the abuser with the children to save them. 
 

Disclaimer: The advice is given as is and in no way should be taken as gospel. No
responsibility  can  be  taken  or  accepted  for  any  consequence  of  following  it  or
otherwise. Only you know the details of your situation so only you can be responsible
for whatever decisions you make and the consequences that follow. While every effort
is made to ensure accuracy, no responsibility can be taken for any mistakes that may
slip through.
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If Your Life is in Danger call the Police.

Dedicated to all those now stuck with their abuser 24/7 due to the Corona
virus pandemic.

From something bad can come something good - with the help of this guide,
you could use this out break to break out from your abuser.

Based on the first-hand experience of a victim who escaped.

Have faith and believe in yourself.
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Forward

This guide has been published to help victims now stuck with their abusers
24/7 due to the Corona virus outbreak. Free PDF versions are available from
https://www.ad2045.com/.

An ebook version is available from Amazon for the lowest price they allow,
just 99p. 

This guide is  based on how we escaped domestic  abuse in the UK.  The
children and I were deemed so at risk of serious harm multi-agency advice was
for us to move away while our abuser was in custody.

However, as most abusers can lie very convincingly, even to themselves, I
was logged as the abuser. 

Months  later,  having  taken  the  steps  outlined  in  this  guide,  our  abuser
discovered  they  were  not  untouchable  and  were  removed  by police,  under
arrest. 

The bonus pages, added to bring this to the minimum 24 pages required by
Amazon for paperbacks, are taken from 'Twenty Years a Stranger',  a highly
documented true story of escape – backed up by emails,  police logs, social
service reports, text messages and transcripts of actual abuse.

Although events are based on our UK situation, a lot of the procedures and
ideas can help victims around the world. Stay safe and don't let the b*stards
win.
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One

Risk of Serious Harm?

You do not deserve to die, nor do your children.

Yes/Probably

If you ever find life is in danger or require immediate help, call the police
emergency number: 999. If it is too risky to talk, I understand there is an option
to then press 55 when prompted, to identify it as domestic abuse but I have not
tried this personally. Bear in mind, that if using the 999 55 option, police will
go to the registered address of the phone you have called from.

Also, if you use the 999 55 option and are a male victim, when police arrive
you  are  likely  to  be  assumed  to  be  the  abuser,  until  you  can  clarify  the
situation. Remain as calm and clear as you can.

No

If  no-one is  in immediate  danger but  you wish to speak to the domestic
violence team you can still call the police non-emergency line, 101, and speak
to their domestic abuse team. The 101 number costs 15p regardless of how
long the call lasts.

Non-physical abuse can hit harder long term than physical abuse. My cuts
and bruises have mostly healed and damaged possessions mostly replaced but
my psychological scars and traumas have not. Time can mask inner damage
but will not heal it. 

Physically I have only one scar left. Psychologically, I am much better than
3-years ago but am still in therapy. Still getting past the injustices and betrayals
my abuser  inflicted upon us,  while  still  crying  they were innocent  and the
recordings of their abuse, even on camera, were invented lies.

Once  you  escape  and  feel  ready to  do  so,  I  strongly  suggest  seeking  a
psychotherapist  to  help  you  and  the  children  go  forward  psychologically.
There is no shame in getting such help – it is a sign of strength to do so and
only the nutters think they are fine, including my abuser.
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Two

Are You Being Abused?

I got so used to the abuse it became normal

As abuse victims, we can become some damaged and put down that we lose
our self-confidence and self-belief. This can be done so much we may even
feel  unsure  about  the  answer  to  this  question.  To  help,  here  are  some
identifiers. The more you can say yes to the more ways you are being abused.

Are you?:

1) Belittled/humiliated/ridiculed?

2) Called stupid/an idiot/useless/pathetic?

3) Told that 'everybody'/'everyone' hates you or thinks you are stupid?

4) Afraid of making them angry?

5) Unable to talk about things without them getting angry?

6) Shouted/raged/spat at?

7) Hit/bullied?

8) Made to feel helpless and hopeless?

9) Made to dread going home/them coming home?

10) Threats, against your or others?

11) Threats of action by others against you or others?

12) Told no-one will believe you or care if you go for help?

13) Told you will lose your children/home/job/life if you complain?

14) Financial control, either by fund restrictions or excessive spending?

15) Isolated/kept away from friends and family?

16) Accused of having an affair(s)?

17) Not allowed out without them?

18) Blamed for what they are doing to you, “You made me do this”?

19) Locked out of your home, as punishment/control?

20) They deny actions/events you know to be true?

21) Is everything required to be their way or it is considered the wrong way?
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Following abuse and the victim leaving (psychologically or physically) there
comes calm, sometimes 'justified' apologies (“Sorry,  but you made me do it
by...”) and maybe even promises it will never happen again. It will. Because
abuse follows a cycle of repetition and escalation.
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Three

Evidence Collection

Sticks and stones may break my bones yet words deeper harmed me.

My abuse was mostly psychological, not physical. That didn't mean I wasn't
hit and needed hospital, for which the jury found them 'not guilty' as they lied
so forcefully in court, just that the psychological abuse had deeper and longer
lasting impacts. All of my identified traumas  are associated not with physical
but with psychological attacks and manipulations. Frustratingly, psychological
abuse (belittling/shouting/threatening/etc) is still almost completely ignored by
the authorities – partly because someone who has not been abused does not
understand  how damaging  it  can  be  and  partly  because  there  is  a  lack  of
evidence to prove it.

Physical abuse can evidence itself yet non-physical abuse is mostly invisible
to everyone except a psychotherapist or clinical psychologist. For this reason, I
had to obtain evidence by secretly recording my abuser.

Are Secret Recordings Legal?

Yes,  if  you  are  recording  to  evidence  criminal  activity,  which  includes
abuse.

Do I Have to Tell Them I am Recording?

No. Telling your abuser you are recording can put you and your recordings
in  further  danger.  As  well  as  attacking  you,  they  may  try  to  delete  the
recordings or smash your recording device.

When to Record?

Always, if you can. If you only start recording once the abuse has started,
when you present the recording to the police, your abuser will lie you began
abusing them first and they simply reacted. I guessed my abuser tried saying
that so recorded 24/7 and was able to evidence their abuse and that it was not
provoked.
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How to Record?

Mobile phones are the most obvious choice but, if your abuser checks your
phone, you will need another device – possibly another phone. Modern smart
phones  have  a  lot  of  memory.  If  your  standard  recording  app is  not  good
enough,  you  can  add  others  from the  app  store.  For  Android  phones,  my
personal choice was: Hi-Q MP3 Recorder, though there are many others. For
iPhones, check out the iTunes store for alternatives if you are not happy with
the supplied one.

It is important to bear in mind what shows on your phone screen when you
unlock it.  If  it  comes up with a big screen view of your  recorder  running,
potentially visibly to your abuser, that can be dangerous. The Hi-Q recorder
has the option to run in the background, with only a tiny little icon showing on
the top of the screen.

If your abuser accesses your mobile, as part of their control mechanism, it is
work considering using another device – possibly an old mobile or a dedicated
recorder. Even a dictaphone or hidden camera.

My Recorder
Settings

File  type:  I  chose
MP3  as  this  is  a
universal  format.  It  can
be played on almost any
computer/mobile
device.

Record  Quality:  I
chose  128kbps,  which
refers  to  the  amount  of
data  stored  per  second
and  is  roughly  CD
quality.  You  can  go
lower,  to  use  less
memory if storage space
is low.
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Gain: I chose +2.0dB, which is slightly above normal, to ensure I captured
whispered threats. 

Free Space: I kept this set to tell me the free space in hours not MB or GB.
Today mine shows only 16 hours free. When I was with my abuser, I tried to
keep this a lot higher – the last thing I wanted to do was run out of space.

I  also used the phone to  make  some video recordings by putting it  in  a
pocket  with  the  camera  peeking  over  the  top.  If  you  do  this  use  extreme
caution to avoid discovery and test the process first, as screen contact may end
the recording.

Other recorders I used were a GoPro and some dedicated miniature cameras.
Test everything you use before you use it to make sure it doesn't flash a light,
beep or light up its display. In some cases I used black insulating tape to cover
things up and a black marker pen to 'paint' the silver-coloured GoPro black.

Other Recording Points

Battery Level:  There is  nothing more frustrating than thinking you have
recorded an attack only to discover you haven't. A lot of modern phones do not
allow you to put in a spare battery so keep an eye on it. If your phone has a
fast-charging mode be careful as it can potentially overheat if left on charge for
long periods. An advantage of having a second phone/device for recording is
your main phone has enough battery to make an emergency call.

Flight/Airplane Mode: Check whether your mobile needs to be 'offline' to
keep recording. Some recordings will be automatically ended if you have an
incoming telephone call or message.

Date Logging: First, I made sure all my recorders had the correct time and
date – if you are using a mobile phone this should be correct automatically.
When recording, I set the file name to be the date and time of the recording, as
well as speaking the time and date into the recorder when starting/finishing
recordings,  when safe  to  do  so.  Sometimes  I  even  added  the  location  and
situation. It all made it easier to find specific recordings for specific situations. 

Abuse Just Happened: After my abuser had an outburst, if safe to do so, I
would quietly speak the date, time and situation into the recorder and then stop
it,  making  it  easier  to  find  the  abuse  when  going  through  recordings.  I
immediately started the recorder again, ready for the next time, which some
times came very quickly.

Overall, the more you record the more you will get used to recording and
how to optimise your recorder.
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Four

Safeguard the Evidence

Now you see it, now you don't

Recordings can vanish in an instant. It is vital to back up your recordings. 

Back Ups: I never trusted one device to store the recordings on. As digital
recordings can vanish in an instant, I regularly backed up to my laptop, main
computer and memory sticks.  Caution: Be very careful, I had to make sure I
stored these recordings in places/folders my abuser wouldn't find or access. 

Always make back ups. Daily if possible – if it is safe to do so. There are
small USB memory sticks that have phone sized connectors on one side and
normal USB connectors on the other. Alternatively you could could connect
the phone to a computer or upload to cloud storage. Always bear in mind the
security of what  you are doing.  Encryption,  passwords and misinformation,
naming the folder something everyday such as 'ingredients' can all make it less
likely for them to be found. Misinformation can be as good a protection as
hiding information. 

Make  the  back  ups on  other  devices,  rather  than on  the  recorder.  If  the
recorder gets found or becomes faulty you could lose everything. If you have a
totally  trusted  friend,  not  someone  who  might  possibly feel  sorry for  your
abuser or that you are wrong to be recording or planning an escape, you could
give a copy of recordings to them for further safe keeping. I did this with some
recordings,  burnt  to  CD/DVDs.  Old  technology  now  but  very  stable  and
resiliant.
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Five

Getting Help

Abuse is not a genderized crime, it is a crime - regardless of gender

Different police authorities have different ways of handling things but every
police force should have a dedicated domestic violence team.  My approach
was to walk into a police station and ask to speak with an officer in person.
That officer helped save our lives. 

My visits  were  logged  on  the  police  system,  even  though  it  was  three
months before I was ready for them to take action, and this helped evidence my
case.  Be  aware  that  if  you  play a  recording  of  abuse  the  officer  may  feel
compelled to make an arrest even if you are not ready to press charges, so talk
about  this  with  the  officer  before  revealing  any  recordings  and  make  a
judgement.

If your abuser is arrested and then released to return home, probably now
knowing you have been recording them, their abuse could escalate. To help
counter this, even if they are not charged with a crime, the police now have the
power to issue Domestic Violence Protection Notices (DVPNs). Below are the
government words on this:

Extract from the gov.uk website

'A DVPN is an emergency non-molestation and eviction notice which
can  be  issued  by  the  police,  when  attending  to  a  domestic  abuse
incident, to a perpetrator. Because the DVPN is a police-issued notice,
it  is  effective  from the  time  of  issue,  thereby  giving  the  victim  the
immediate support they require in such a situation. Within 48 hours of
the DVPN being served on the perpetrator, an application by police to
a magistrates’ court for a DVPO must be heard. A DVPO can prevent
the perpetrator from returning to a residence and from having contact
with the victim for up to 28 days.' 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/upl
oads/attachment_data/file/575363/DVPO_guidance_FINAL_3.pdf

In other words, a DVPN ordering your abuser to stay away from you/the
home, can be issued immediately and last up to 48 hours, giving the police
time to apply to the courts for a DVPO, which can do the same thing for up to
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28 days. Before the 28 days is up, longer lasting court orders can be applied
for,  such as  Non-Molestation and Restraining Orders.  These orders did not
exist when I was escaping my abuser and it took days until I was granted Non-
Molestation  and  Prohibited  Steps  orders,  later  followed  by  an  indefinite
Restraining Order.

While I found systemic gender bias against male victims in the legal system,
cultural elements can really work against females in male dominated cultures.
Be extremely cautious  of  who you  confide in,  for  they may betray you  in
favour of cultural norms and 'honour'. 

Don't  expect everyone,  even close friends, to understand how awful your
situation at  home is.  Those who have never  been a  victim can never  truly
understand the hell, especially the psychological hell, it puts you through and
rarely believe it can be anywhere near as bad as you know it is.  Others may
simply believe it is your duty to put up with it. It isn't. 

My wife's' family used to tell me she was just 'loud' and 'emotional' because
she was artistic.  They soon experienced it  themselves  after  she was barred
from our house by court order and went to live with them, yet  by then she
blamed being loud and emotional because I had 'kidnapped' her children. The
children she had said she would kill.
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Six

Escape Plan

Either they go or we do.

Family or Criminal Courts?

Domestic abuse is  a crime and is dealt  with through the criminal  courts,
including the possible granting of DVPO, Restraining, Non-Molestation and
Prohibited Steps Orders. This is where your recorded evidence can make the
difference between a conviction and your abuser lying their way out of it and,
quite possibly, making you appear to be the abuser instead. 

My abuser was so much in denial  of  any wrong-doing,  even with video
evidence of them trying to smash their way into the house, they first denied it
completely  and  then  claimed  I  had  invented  it  by  editing  other  footage
together. They got convicted but still claim innocence.

Questions of custody will be handled through the family courts and take into
account any criminality/harm that has taken place. Social Services/CAFCASS
will be involved due to the abuse elements and it is very important to work
with them, even if you don't like having to follow their procedures. Contact
with the abuser may be maintained with the help of a contact centre, giving
supervised contact – it will all depend on your personal circumstances and how
your abuser behaves towards Social Services too. You want to keep them on
your side and be able to demonstrate you remain a good parent, sympathetic to
your children's needs, and able to provide them with a suitable (safe) home.
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Seven

Safety After Separation

The Art of Not Being Found, is Indeed an Art

Staying Put

Will your abuser obey court orders or do they believe they are above the
law? If they will obey court orders, it can be possible to remain in your current
home/town. If you do feel able to safely stay in your current home/area, it can
be vital to have obtained court orders to ensure your protection and that of any
children involved. 

Court Orders can be from both criminal and family courts,  with possible
review dates or time limits applied. For example, a Restraining Order might be
for two years but, if you feel that needs to be extended, you can ask the court to
do so. What ever the court orders, it is important you immediately report any
breach of them. If breaches occur and continue to occur, it may be necessary to
move away, even before Family Court matters have concluded, which is what
we had to do.

Moving Away

My abuser stated they were above the law and increasingly refused to obey
court orders. At first I felt sorry for them and didn't report their breaches, for
which social services told me off, and I ended up reporting almost all of them.
I  kept  in  touch with  the  police  domestic  violence  team and was  given  an
Independent Domestic Violence Assistant (IDVA), who was the one to break
the  news  that  they  advised  me  to  move  away with  the  children  on  safety
grounds.  What  ever  you  decide,  it  can  be  really  helpful  to  have  written
confirmation of what you have been advised to do. In my case the police wrote
a letter confirming the recommendations of a multi-agency (MARAC/MASH)
meeting for us to move away after being deemed high-risk, of serious harm or
death.

Refuges

If you are female, refuge places are limited, especially now with the social
distancing situation. If you are male, refuge places simply do not exist. 

I was told it was necessary to become homeless to qualify for emergency
accommodation in my chosen new area. This didn't mean living on the streets.
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With  the  Restraining  Order  and  police  letter  advising  us  to  move  away,  I
contacted the new area housing department and got logged on their system,
ready for the day we went there.

For example: if you want to move to Manchester, you can get in touch with
Manchester's housing department and explain you are having to move there to
escape domestic violence on safety grounds. They will ask for evidence of this,
such as copies of  letters  from a police domestic  violence officer  and court
orders.  If  they tell  you they are satisfied you  would qualify for emergency
assistance, they will then tell you what procedures you need to follow; such as
leaving  your  current  family  home  and  turning  up  there  with  any involved
children, relevant court orders and ID, including birth certificates/passports for
the children. 

Given the housing shortage,  the  next  step can be to  offer  you  refuge or
emergency accommodation in a hotel/B&B, which may be outside Manchester.
You  would  then  stay  there  until  they  can  allocate  you  a  new  home  in
Manchester, which can take some time.

Storage

Before moving away from your current home, once the new authority has
said they will accept your homeless/emergency status, you can arrange to move
possessions into storage in that area. This can be done via dedicated storage
facilities and/or hiring garage space. Garage space is generally cheaper but less
secure so I used both. A garage for storing furniture and general items, plus a
storage unit big enough for more valuable items (fridge, television, etc) – in
both cases packed in using every nook and cranny. 

Annoyingly,  my abuser failed to organise collection of their things and a
family court judge told me I should take them with me. This felt like further
abuse and had to be done at my expense. For this reason I hired the storage unit
in our current town, with the idea that the abuser could collect their things once
we had emptied ours, without discovering our new town choice. 

There are costs and organisational matters involved in all this so get help if
you can, with physically moving stuff as well as van hire/driving and child
care. I ended up throwing a huge number of things out, theirs and mine, simply
because I couldn't afford to transport or store them. 

Security Measures

My abuser threatened to use private detectives to find us so, among others, I
took the following measures:
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Asked DVLA for a new registration number for my car, which they gave me
free of charge.

Asked DVLA to put security markers on my driving licence details, after all
the van hiring had been done.

Had all banks and schools put security markers on their systems.

Changed the names for myself and the children, sometimes differently for
different databases. 

Had security markers put on all government databases, including the NHS.

Had our housing association put security markers on their systems.

I also sent any emails to my abuser or those from the old area using a Virtual
Private Network (NORD VPN and Ghost VPN are two of the most popular) or
a cafe wi-fi, to avoid revealing my IP address. Your IP address can reveal your
new location. Using a national cafe wi-fi (Costa, McDonald's, Nero, Starbucks,
etc) is the easiest way of doing this. Check where it is placing you by Googling
'my ip location' when there. In my case the cafe IP placed me in London, which
was nowhere near our new location so perfect.

Personally, I think using cafe wi-fi to hide your IP location is safer than a
VPN as high-level investigators, including private detectives, can potentially
'tunnel through' VPNs, to your actual IP location.

If you move away before cafes re-open, many still have their wi-fi running
and you can probably still access it by standing outside one. 

As much as possible, I fed misinformation into the mix, to confuse anyone
trying to find us. When a database was likely to link to my credit file, easily
accessible by private detectives, that database was given a relative's address
that my abuser already knew. 

Contact with most  friends and family was broken. We moved to an area
where we knew no-one, which made it very hard psychologically – especially
as I still got email abuse from the ex, raging at how I had betrayed them and
stolen their children, while bragging about the holidays and things they were
buying, without giving a single penny towards the children. 

Child support, was not applied for from my abuser on safety grounds and
because my abuser would have done everything to make it impossible to do so.

Just  keep  your  head,  stay  focused  on  staying  safe  and  maintain  good,
amicable communication with all officials involved is important. Don't give up.
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Keep going forward. The freedom and future I have been gaining from this
trial has been totally worth the troubles of escape. Thinking back to how we
used to live, I am amazed how I managed to stand it and put up with so much
abuse. This is a common feeling amongst those who escape, for once we have
escaped  and  begun  to  re-discover  our  true  selves,  we  also  re-discover  our
ability to enforce 'no'. The abuse is their stuff, not yours and they can keep it.
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Preview

 
This is the introduction to my highly documented true domestic violence story:

'Twenty  Years  a  Stranger  –  book  one':  Monster  in  the  House.

Introduction
Does  your  partner  shout  at  you?  Put  you  down?  Accuse  you  of  cheating?

Threaten to hurt you or others? Hit you?  Control your finances? Control who you
are allowed to meet or where you can go? Upset you then become nice, then upset
you again in an endless cycle? If your answer to any of the above is 'yes', you are a
victim of domestic abuse, regardless of your gender.

My name is Sam and I am a psychotherapeutic counsellor, training to become a
psychotherapist. The true story of domestic abuse, suffered by Richard and his two
children, has such detailed documented evidence it forms both a chilling tale and a
case study of how a dedicated abuser, in this case Jade, can operate and convince
others they are the victim. As the narrator, as Richard tells his story, I also look at
the psychology of the interactions between them and why Richard didn't leave the
moment her abuse began. I would have loved to include statements by Jade but she
has fled the UK, with a live warrant for her arrest since 2015, due to a further
breach  of  the  indefinite Restraining  Order  against  her.  Instead,  her  words  are
included in text messages she sent, things she wrote and transcripts of things she
said.

Transcript: 3rd
 
July 2012, 8.15pm

RICHARD So you’re not letting me sleep at all before a 30-hour shift?

JADE Don’t care.

RICHARD So what should I do? Quit?

JADE I want you to die.

According to Women’s Aid: ‘In the vast majority of cases it (domestic abuse)
is experienced by women and is perpetrated by men’. This is a very misleading
statement.  What  is  true  is  that  almost  all  (some 92%) of  those  prosecuted  for
domestic abuse are male, yet males make up at least a third of victims (1,300,000
female, 695,000 male – British Crime Survey, 2018). Males are often too ashamed
to admit suffering coercive, psychological and emotional abuse; made to feel it is
irrelevant, normal or simply get laughed at and told to ‘man up’. It seems male
victims rarely even get to court to count in the statistics, with police forces up to
eight times less likely to prosecute females accused of abuse than males (based on
Freedom of Information requests) all the gender-biased stance of organisations like
Women’s  Aid’s  and  even  successive  Directors  of  Public  Prosecutions  does  is
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continue  the  myth  that  females  are  always  the  victims,  empowering  female
abusers, even against their own children.

Transcript: 3rd March 2013, 1.25pm

JADE I know how the system works, they believe women.

Thanks  to  such  gender-biased  myths,  when  most  people  think  of  domestic
abuse all they think of are shocking images of battered or down-trodden women
yet, with up to 28% of even physical violence victims being male, the question  our
modern  society  has  to  be  asked  is:  “Why  are  all  but  8% of  domestic  abuse
prosecutions  against  males?” Such  a  gender  disparity  between  abusers  and
prosecutions is an insult to justice.

As  for  the  other,  less  visible  yet  potentially  more  damaging,  categories  of
abuse:  psychological,  emotional,  controlling,  coercive,  financial  (I’ll  take  the
house)  and  threatening (I’ll  take  the  kids)  –  we  have  been  brain-washed  into
laughing if a male being shouted at (He’s really getting an ear bashing) or thumped
by a female (She’s really letting him have it) and walking away chuckling. The
reality, as any male victim could tell you if not too ashamed to admit it, is just as
horrifying as for female victims, possibly more so. There is such gender bias in our
culture and, therefore, the system that if a male victim goes to the police for help
he is the one most likely to be prosecuted. All the abuser has to do is sob crocodile
tears, crying she is the poor little victim and, even when there is evidence to the
contrary,  she  is  likely  to  be  believed.  Knowing  this,  female  abusers  feel
empowered to do more as they become, quite literally, untouchable abusers. This is
a documented process known as DARVO,  Deny Attack and Reverse Victim and
Offender, which I'll cover in more detail later.

Another misconception is that males are able to defend themselves if a female
gets too physical. On a desert island that may well be the case but in our ‘civilised’
society this is nonsense, for the reasons given above. Every victim has a breaking
point and, having looked into this topic for some years, I have come to wonder
how many acts logged as male domestic violence are actually eruptions, after years
of relentless psychological and coercive abuse by a female. Sally Challen, released
from prison in 2019 for murdering her abusive husband after such an explosion, is
a high-profile case point – though once again it is a female getting sympathy, even
for murder. What about those males imprisoned for doing the same? No-one can
condone violence but, when a system is so twisted it fails to protect true victims, it
is only human to have a breaking point.

 Richard's battle was against not just his abuser but the very same systemic
gender bias I am talking about, which was empowering his wife to get away with
it. A battle that very nearly killed him and their two children, while logging her as
the victim.

I never hit a woman.”, says Richard, “The only time I did was after a four-hour
verbal, psychological and then physical assault, including Jade pouring a tin of
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paint over me and my home office. As I was trying to save my cameras, she came
up behind me again and threatened worse. I snapped.”

When you have read this book and the transcripts, you will understand not just
what happened to Richard but what happens to hundreds of thousand, possibly
millions, of other males trapped behind the closed doors of homes of hell. 

All photographs, transcripts, police logs and social service report extracts are
real, from the actual events as they unfolded. To protect identities, names have
been changed. XXXX is used to denote when the words spoken in a recording are
unclear or a name/place has been redacted.

“This isn't just about empowering other victims to escape. It is about showing
the unnecessary suffering a gender-biased approach to domestic abuse can have.
If Jade had got help with her mental health or at least been forced to curb her
aggressions, rather than the carte blanch ticket to abuse with impunity, maybe she
would not  have become such  a monster and still  be able  to  see our  children.
Instead  she  became  convinced  she  was  above  the  law and could  lie  her  way
through anything she did, no matter how awful. If I hadn't been able to record the
truth, she would have.”

Book 1, Monster in the House, covers the period from summer 1999 to the
morning of 6th June 2013, the day of Jade's arrest and removal from the family
home. Books 2 and 3 will cover the court battles and aftermaths that follow.

Available on Amazon, as book and ebook:
https://www.amazon.com/Twenty-Years-Stranger-Monster-

House/dp/1713009404

www.ad2045.com
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Further Contacts

For further help and advice,  as well  as your  local  police domestic  abuse
department and Citizen's Advice, among others, you can contact the following:

Childline, for suffering children 

https://www.childline.org.uk/   0800 1111 (free) 

Gallop National LGBT+ Domestic Abuse Helpline 
https://www.galop.org.uk/domesticabuse/  0800 999 5428 (free)

Mankind Initiative
https://www.mankind.org.uk/ 01823 334244 (landline call rate)

The Mix, support for under 25s 

https://www.themix.org.uk/  0808 808 4994 (free)

National Domestic Violence Helpline, in conjunction with Refuge, for women and
girls

https://www.nationaldahelpline.org.uk/ 0808 2000 247 (free)

https://www.refuge.org.uk/ 0808 2000 247 (free)

Respect, Men's Advice Line

https://mensadviceline.org.uk/   0808 8010327 (free) 

Samaritans 

https://www.samaritans.org/ 116 123  (free)

Women's Aid, working in conjunction with many local centres
https://www.womensaid.org.uk

Good luck, stay safe and maybe turn the negative of the lockdown with your
abuser into positive evidence collection time, to help you escape and save your
children  from  growing  up  more  damaged,  potentially  becoming  abusers
themselves.
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